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Derivative Instruments Paris Dauphine University - Master IEF (272)

Exercise 1 Call options on a stock are available with strike prices of $15, $171. 2. , and $20 and expiration dates in three months. Their prices are $4, $2, and $1. 
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Derivative Instruments Paris Dauphine University - Master IEF (272) Jérôme MATHIS (LEDa) Exercises Chapter 10



Exercise 1 Call options on a stock are available with strike prices of $15, $17 12 , and $20 and expiration dates in three months. Their prices are $4, $2, and $ 12 , respectively. Explain how the options can be used to create a butter‡y spread. Construct a table showing how pro…t varies with stock price for the butter‡y spread. Exercise 2 (Done) A call option with a strike price of $50 costs $2. A put option with a strike price of $45 costs $3. Explain how a strangle can be created from these two options. What is the pattern of pro…ts from the strangle ? Exercise 3 (Done) Suppose that put options on a stock with strike prices $30 and $35 cost $4 and $7, respectively. How can the options be used to create (a) a bull spread and (b) a bear spread ? Construct a table that shows the pro…t and payo¤ for both spreads. Exercise 4 Use put-call parity to show that the cost of a butter‡y spread created from European puts is identical to the cost of a butter‡y spread created from European calls. Exercise 5 A call with a strike price of $60 costs $6. A put with the same strike price and expiration date costs $4. Construct a table that shows the pro…t from a straddle. For what range of stock prices would the straddle lead to a loss ?
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Exercise 1 What is a lower boundfor the price of a four-month call option on a non-dividend- paying stock when the stock price is $28, the strike price is $25, and ...
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paying stock when the stock price is $30 and the risk-free interest rate (with ... Exercise 4 The risk-free rate of interest is 7% per annum with continuous ...
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The stock price is $47 and the strike price is $50. ... Exercise 2 An investor sells a European call option with strike price of K and maturity T ... Exercise 5 Describe the terminal value of the following portfolio : a newly entered-into long ... Sh
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Exercise 1 (Done) Companies A and B have been offered the following rates per ... at the current exchange rate. The companies have been quoted the following ...
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Exercise 1 An investor enters into a short forward contract to sell 100,000 British pounds ... Exercise 3 Suppose that you write a put contract with a strike price of $40 and an expiration ... sell 10 million Japanese yen on next year January 1.
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Exercises Chapter 2. Exercise 1 ... Exercise 2 What does a limit order to sell at $2 mean? ... Exercise 9 Suppose that on October 24 (current year), a company sells one April (next year) ... It closes out its position on January 21 (next year).
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Exercise 5 The six-month and one-year zero rates are both 10% per annum. ... enables the holder to earn 9.5% for a three-month period starting in one year on a ...
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You are managing a bond portfolio worth $6 million. The ... (Assume no difference between forward andfutures rates for the purposes of your calculations.) 1 ...
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Stochastic Calculus. Paris Dauphine University - Master IEF (272). JÃ©rÃ´me MATHIS (LEDa). Exercises Chapter 2. Exercise 1 A stock price is currently $40.
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Exercise 2 A stock price is currently $50. Over each of the next two three-month periods it is expected to go up by 6% or down by 5%. The risk-free interest rate is ...
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Stochastic Calculus. Paris Dauphine University ... At date t = 0, a financial institution issues two derivatives that each matures at time t = 2. According to the ...
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